(Translated from Hebrew original)
BS”D
Eliezer Rafael Brody
Author of the Trail of Tranquility, Chasidic Pearls, and other books
Spiritual Counselor, Yeshiva Chut Shel Chessed, Jerusalem
Harotem 21/9, Ashdod, 77572
A letter of blessing
Sunday, 26 Sivan 5768 [6/29/2008]
I am hereby excited to express my blessing to this esteemed individual, Mr. Menashe Kalati for
empowering himself with the strength of technology for the sake of furthering the observance of the
holy Sabbath and for the merit of the masses. He patented a remarkable unique invention [a switch
named] “KOSHERSWITCH” for the Sabbath, which prevents its desecration even when occurring
unintentionally. After Mr. Kalati demonstrated the device to me, along with a very detailed
explanation of its functionality, I was amazed at this genius idea and the Divine assistance that is
hidden in this invention.
Since Mr. Kalati has received the endorsements of great rabbinical authorities shlit’a, I hereby join
in extending my blessing for his success in spreading the device all corners of the world. It is an
especially important good deed and a merit for the masses to assist Mr. Kalati distribute this
invention to every Jewish household for the sake of furthering the observance of the Sabbath
according to Halacha.
I sign with anticipation for the speedy redemption,
Eliezer Rafael Brody
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